
 The USS Dauntless, a Sovereign-class Federation starship, maintained station keeping using thrusters 

around Starbase 24 near the border of the Klingon Empire. 

 “Why in the galaxy would Starfleet pull a ship of the line away from our mission of exploration and turn us 

into a cargo scow?” Commander K’danz, the vessel’s first officer asked as she and Captain Peter J. Koester walked 

into the main cargo bay, where the half-Klingon chief engineer Lt Commander Dar, the first officer’s husband, and 

Chief Petty Officer Gregory Blackman, the starship’s transporter chief, stood near the cargo transporter console. 

 “Starbase 24 has indicated they’re ready to transport, Captain,” Blackman announced as the two senior 

officers joined the two men near the console. 

 “Apparently Starfleet feels this shipment is much too important to entrust to a civilian transport,” Koester 

said, answering his exec’s question.  “The cargo we’re receiving is equipment from a decommissioned Federation 

science outpost that is bound for the Tzenkethi homeworld.  It’s a good will gesture from the Federation to the 

Tzenkethi, who are still rebuilding their capital city after the attack by the Zaqri completely leveled it over a year 

ago.”  He then looked at Blackman, who was still awaiting the captain’s order, and said, “Energize, Chief.” 

 Blackman acknowledged the order, then turned and activated the transporter.  Seconds later a number of 

large metallic crates and several computer consoles, which looked like they could have been a century old, 

materialized on the transport platform.  As soon as the materialization had finished, Dar ordered several of his 

engineering crew to move the items into a designated storage area in the cargo bay before Blackman beamed aboard 

a second shipment of crates, consoles and computer equipment.  As the second load materialized, Koester turned to 

K’danz and Dar and asked, “We still on for 10-Forward tonight?” 

 “Of course, Skipper.  See you at 1900 hours as usual,” K’danz replied before Koester turned and headed for 

the bridge. 

 Back on the bridge, the captain stepped up to the command chair, where Commander Alasdair Wallace, the 

starship’s second officer and Chief Science Officer sat. 

 “Commander, once everything is secure and we’re ready to get underway, I want you to coordinate with 

Colonel McIntyre and evaluate the material we brought aboard.  Most of it looks pretty old, but the spacelab it came 

from was on the forefront of a lot of sensitive research, and we want to make sure we’re not giving any classified 

material to the Tzenkethi,” the captain said as he assumed the command chair from Wallace. 

 “Aye, Cap’n.  I’ll have my staff get right on it, sair,” Wallace replied. 
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Captain’s log, stardate 61216.4: 

The Dauntless is currently on course toward the homeworld of the Tzenkethi Coalition 

with a delivery of obsolete Federation equipment which hopefully will help the Tzenkethi 

people rebuild their capital after the devastating Zaqri terrorist attack they suffered. 

Koester, commanding Dauntless, out. 
 

 

 Captain Peter Koester, his first officer Commander K’danz, her husband Chief Engineer Dar and the ship’s 

counselor, Tanzia Gera were all seated at one of the tables close to the large, forward facing windows in the 10-

Forward lounge.  Nearby at another table, three teenage girls, including the captain’s daughter Gem, sat with a 

teenage boy whose face had several Borg implants attached to it.  All three girls were trying to teach the boy how to 

play the game on the tabletop while Chief Pono Kyman and Doctor Justin MacMillan watched closely from nearby. 

 “Why the milk-run, Captain?” Counselor Gera asked as one of the lounge waiters delivered drinks to their 

table.  “Is Starfleet losing confidence in our ability as explorers?” she added with a chuckle. 

 “Quite the opposite, Tanzia,” Koester replied after a sip of his frothing, bubbling Warp Core Breach.  

“Admiral Janeway said she hated to pull us off our normal duties, but the Tzenkethi are still somewhat nervous, and 



who can blame them?  If San Francisco or New York had been wiped off the face of the Earth when the Zaqri 

attacked, I’m sure the Federation would be cautious when dealing with other cultures too.  So just in case anything 

went wrong, Starfleet wanted to send a starship to deliver these items instead of a freighter or transport.” 

 “We’re quite a bit faster too,” Dar remarked, a tone of pride in his voice.  “We can make the trip from the 

Starbase 24 to Tzenketh in just under three weeks at warp 9.2.  A freighter would take five months!” 

 “Still seems funny to me, diverting a starship for what is essentially a Federation-Express delivery,” K’danz 

remarked before likewise taking a sip of her synthale. 

 

* * * * 

 

 Down in cargo bay one, Commander T’Ashara, the Vulcan Assistant Chief Science Officer, and 1
st
 

Lieutenant Michael Drake, one of the Marine security officers, were inspecting the cargo that had been brought 

aboard at Starbase 24, using specially modified tricorders to scan the old computer consoles and memory cores and 

access the files still contained within them.  Most of the files had long since been deleted, as the Federation research 

station they had come from had been shut down almost a decade earlier, but not surprisingly there were still a few 

records in the memory banks. 

 “Hey, Commander, are you interested in a recipe for Idanian spice pudding?” Drake called out with a grin 

to the Vulcan woman across the bay. 

 “No more than I am interested in the collection of Risan pornography I have discovered in this memory 

bank,” T’Ashara replied with a hint of disgust. 

 “Really?  Where?” Drake asked, moving toward where T’Ashara stood as the Vulcan woman moved on to 

another nearby console.  She scanned the memory bank and gave the tricorder screen a cursory glance before 

starting to move on to the next when one of the file names caught her attention.  She returned to the previous console 

and scanned the files in greater detail, her eyebrow raising in a characteristic way. 

 “What’d you find, Commander?  More porn?” Drake asked, grinning. 

 “Far from it,” T’Ashara replied before closing up her tricorder and heading for the cargo bay door.  “I must 

do further research.” 

 “Yeah, me too,” Drake commented, returning to the first memory bank. 

 

* * * * 

 

 Rear Admiral Penji Fil sat at the desk in his small office, going over his reports concerning the Dauntless’ 

recent foray into the Gamma Quadrant when his door chime sounded. 

 “Come,” the Catullan man said.  A second later the door swished open and Commander T’Ashara stepped 

in. 

 “May I speak with you a moment, Admiral?” she asked. 

 Fil realized that whatever brought T’Ashara to his office must be both important and official when his 

friend of more than twenty years referred to him by rank and not as Penji.  He offered T’Ashara a seat, then asked 

what brought her to see him. 

 “You are aware of the equipment the Dauntless recently loaded aboard for delivery to Tzenketh?” 

 “Of course,” Fil replied. 

 “Are you also aware of the equipment’s origins?” 

 “Not precisely.  Just that it was removed from a decommissioned station in the Mutara Sector.” 

 “Yes.  According to the shipping labels, that decommissioned station was spacelab Regula One,” T’Ashara 

said, startling Fil.  She passed her tricorder over the desk to the admiral.  “I also found these files still contained in 

one of the memory banks.” 

 Fil looked at the tricorder readout, then looked quickly back up at T’Ashara. 

 “Have you told anyone else about this yet?” 

 “No, Admiral.  I do not believe anyone else aboard would recognize the significance of this information,” 

she replied. 

 “Well, I think we’re going to have to make them recognize the significance,” Fil said. 

 

* * * * 

 



 “What’s going on, Captain?” Lt Commander Dar asked as Captain Koester walked into the main briefing 

lounge.  “Why has Admiral Fil called a meeting?” 

 “I’m not entirely sure,” Koester told his gathered senior staff as he took his customary chair at the head of 

the briefing table.  “He only told me that he and T’Ashara have some information of vital importance to share with 

us.” 

 A minute later, one of the doors leading to the bridge opened and both Admiral Penji Fil and Commander 

T’Ashara stepped in.  Chief Pono Kyman stood to offer his chair to the admiral, but Fil simply waved the chief back 

into his seat before saying, “Is anyone here familiar with the Genesis Incident of 2285?” 

 “That was during the period of time I was trapped within the Nexus,” Kyman remarked.  “Can’t say I am.” 

 “I know it has something to do with a Klingon incursion of Federation space near a planet called Genesis in 

the Mutara Sector,” Lt Commander Phillip Winters, the Chief Operations Officer added.  “Almost caused an 

incident with the Klingons, but little information was released to the pubic at large, especially since shortly after the 

incident occurred, Earth was attacked and nearly destroyed by the Cetacean probe.” 

 “I can assure you, there was much more to the incident then a simple incursion,” Fil remarked before 

starting to explain the background of Project Genesis, an experiment with the goal of creating a life-supporting 

class-M world from a lifeless class-C or D planet, and how when the Klingons had learned of such a device through 

their network of spies within the Federation, a rogue Klingon Bird-of-Prey had attempted to capture the device and 

all the information pertaining to it. 

 “Why haven’t I heard of such a fascinatin’ device?” Commander Alasdair Wallace, the starship’s Chief 

Science Officer asked. 

 “Most likely due to the fact the Genesis device never worked as designed,” T’Ashara replied.  “Protomatter 

was incorporated into its matrix, rendering the process unstable.” 

 “And the potential to pervert the device into a weapon was too great,” Fil added.  “After the Whalesong 

incident, the Federation Council ordered all information concerning Genesis classified beyond what had already 

reached the public.  The Mutara Sector was restricted for almost a decade.” 

 “And how do you know about all of this?” Lt Colonel Sean McIntyre asked. 

 “Because we lived through it,” Fil replied.  “Both T’Ashara and I were newly assigned to the starship 

Arcturus when all this occurred.  Word travels fast within Starfleet, especially back then.” 

 “Well, Admiral, that was a fascinating story,” K’danz said, her eyes moving back and forth between Fil and 

T’Ashara.  “But what does it have to do with us?  And why would you convene a meeting of the senior staff just to 

give us a history lesson?” 

 “Because I believe we have a problem,” Fil said, then gestured for T’Ashara to continue. 

 “In my review of the files contained within the equipment we are transporting to Tzenketh, I discovered 

several records pertaining to Project Genesis.  Enough information, I believe, to recreate the Genesis device as a 

weapon of unimaginable potential.” 

 “Well, that’s simple to solve,” Chief Engineer Dar commented.  “We’ll just erase the memory banks before 

we turn it over to the Tzenkethi.” 

 “I’m afraid it’s not that simple,” Fil remarked.  “According to the manifest, similar files containing the 

same or even more detailed information is part of three other shipments of equipment removed from Regula One.  

We need to intercept those shipments before they reach wherever they are headed.” 

 Captain Koester turned and exchanged a look of concern with his first officer. 

 

* * * * 

 

Captain’s log, stardate 61235.6: 

The Dauntless has already managed to intercept one of the other spaceships that was 

transporting equipment from Regula One, allowing us to inform their crew of the 

computer files they needed to wipe, while Starfleet Command has contacted a third vessel 

and informed them of the same.  We are now several minutes away from intercepting the 

USS Relentless, which is transporting the last shipment we needed to track down. 

Koester, commanding Dauntless, out. 
 

 



 Captain Koester watched the main viewer, where a mirror image of his own starship could be seen. 

 “Relentless is answering our hails, Captain,” McIntyre announced. 

 “On screen, Colonel.” 

 The viewer blinked from the image of the Sovereign-class starship to the man who sat in its center seat. 

 “Hello, Peter.  To what do I owe the pleasure?” Captain Raymond Sexton, commanding officer of the USS 

Relentless, asked. 

 “We have some vital information concerning some of the cargo you’re carrying to Jouret,” Koester replied.  

“Has your crew examined those computer consoles, Ray?” 

 “The ones we picked up at Starbase 24?  No, we just loaded and left.” 

 “You need to wipe those memory banks,” Koester advised.  “We discovered there’s some highly classified 

information still stored in the files that would be dangerous if it fell into the wrong hands.” 

 Captain Sexton’s expression changed as he replied, “No can do, Peter.  Starfleet reassigned us to a more 

vital mission a couple of days after we picked that stuff up.  We transferred all the consoles and equipment to a 

civilian freighter in the Barolia system two days ago.  They’re going to make the delivery to Jouret IV.” 

 A chill ran up Koester’s spine before he asked, “What freighter did you make the transfer to?” 

 “The SS Erie,” Sexton replied. 

 “I have it,” Lt Commander Dar announced, reading statistics from his console display.  “SS Erie, an Odin-

class freighter.  Pretty old.  Crew compliment of ten.  Cargo capacity of five hundred thousand metric tons.  Top 

speed, warp 4.” 

 “At that range, they cannot be more than half a light years distance,” Lieutenant T’Pan said from the 

science console. 

 “Thanks, Ray,” Koester said to his counterpart aboard the Relentless.  “Hopefully next time we get together 

I can buy you a drink.  Dauntless, out.” 

 “I’ll hold you to that, Peter.  Relentless, out,” Sexton said before the screen blinked back to the image of the 

other Starfleet vessel, which was already accelerating to warp speed again.  Koester then looked at his helmsman. 

 “Mister Peck, plot an intercept course on the Erie and engage, maximum warp.” 

 “Course plotted and laid in,” the Bolian officer acknowledged.  “Entering warp.” 

 And with a thunderclap of its own, the Dauntless warped away. 

 

* * * * 

 

 “We’re approaching the Erie’s calculated location,” announced Ensign William Hyland III. 

 “Any sign of the freighter?” K’danz asked. 

 “Negative.  No sign yet,” Lt Commander Setton To’Lock Arbelo reported from his post at ops.  

“Commencing a scan with long range sensors.” 

 K’danz stood up from the command chair and moved to where she could see Arbelo’s console over his 

shoulder. 

 “Are you detecting anything?” she asked. 

 “No vessels within sensor range,” Arbelo reported.  “However…” 

 The Terran-Vulcan-Efrosian officer narrowed his sensor field before adding, “I’m detecting debris at 229 

mark 5, range 850,000 kilometers.” 

 “Mister Hyland?” was all K’danz had to say before the young helmsman maneuvered the Dauntless to the 

location Arbelo had indicated.  Less then a minute later, the bridge crew recognized the unmistakable pieces of a 

destroyed space ship. 

 “What happened?” K’danz asked, her expression aghast. 

 “I’m detecting weapons signatures,” Arbelo reported.  “That vessel was destroyed on purpose.” 

 “Any sign of the ship that did it?” 

 “No other vessels within sensor range, but I’m detecting a warp trail,” Arbelo said.  “Heading 120 mark 2.”  

He looked up at K’danz with a concerned expression.  “On a direct course toward the Klingon Empire.” 

 K’danz frowned before looking upward and saying, “Captain to the bridge.” 

 

* * * * 

 



 “We were afraid this would happen,” said Captain Kargoth from the monitor screen on the desk in 

Koester’s ready room.  Koester had tried to contact several of his connections within the Empire in order to get 

permission for the Dauntless to continue the search for the ship responsible for destroying the SS Erie, and that 

search had eventually lead to Captain Kargoth of the IKS qul’maS. 

 “What is that, Captain?” Koester asked. 

 “The political stability of the Empire is not as strong as the Chancellor would like everyone to believe, my 

brother,” Kargoth replied.  “There are still factions with loyalty to the House of Duras that hold positions of power 

within the Empire.  They are still working behind the scenes to overthrow Martok and install their own figurehead to 

lead the council.” 

 “While I find the intrigues of Klingon politics disturbing, I have to ask.  What does that have to do with 

us?” Koester inquired. 

 “Does the word… Genesis… mean anything to you?” Kargoth asked.  Koester’s jaw dropped open. 

 “How do you know about Genesis?” he finally managed to mutter. 

 “Our spies among the opposition have determined the supporters of Duras have learned about the existence 

of the files you seek.  Then they learned where they could locate these files by intercepting your Starfleet’s 

transmissions.” 

 “Starfleet’s alert to the other vessels carrying the consoles and equipment,” Koester confirmed with a nod.  

“And if they access those files…” 

 “They hope to create a new Genesis-based weapon with which they can take control of the Empire,” 

Kargoth verified.  A moment of silence passed between the two captains before Kargoth added, “Your ship has 

permission to cross the border, my brother.  Rendezvous with the qul’maS in the Khitomer system.  I will join you in 

the hunt for these renegades.” 

 “Thank you, Kargoth.  Qapla’!  Dauntless, out.” 

 

* * * * 

 

 The materialization process had barely completed cycling before Gem Koester pounced on Kargoth, arms 

wrapped around the considerable bulk of his stomach. 

 “Kargoth!” the teenage girl yelled. 

 “My little warrior!” Kargoth beamed, returning the hug before holding Gem out by the scruff of her collar 

and looking her over.  “You’re getting big!” 

 “Welcome aboard, Captain Kargoth,” Koester said as he walked over to the transporter platform and 

ushered his daughter away before shaking the Klingon captain’s hand and leading him to the captain’s formal dining 

room, where K’danz, Dar, Wallace, Winters, MacMillan, Gera, McIntyre and Kyman were all gathered, chatting 

amongst themselves or sipping from drinks.  On one side of the room several stewards were setting out the last few 

plates of food on a buffet table, including several Klingon dishes like pippius claw and racht.  Kargoth broke out 

into a huge grin as he grabbed handfuls of food and tossed it onto a plate, including a few Earth foods, and joined 

Koester and K’danz at the dining table. 

 “Earth food has always fascinated me,” Kargoth remarked as he shoved an entire hamburger into his mouth 

and started chewing.  “How are you humans ever satisfied with food that doesn’t try and get away?” 

 Koester started eating his own plate of food before saying, “We cope.  What can you tell us about these 

renegades?” 

 Kargoth, still chewing a mouthful, looked at the captain and said, “They are lead by a warrior named 

Commander Kruk, a Klingon War Lord of handsome but frightening presence, and relative youth.” 

 “Lord Kruk?” K’danz remarked.  “I think I’ve heard of him.” 

 “Yes, he is the grandson of another such war lord who died in disgrace almost a hundred years ago,” Dar 

added.  “I remember when I was growing up on Sherman’s Planet, my mother telling me stories of the Klingon 

warriors who faced off against the Federation during the 23
rd

 century.  Some great names like my own grandfather, 

Kor.  Kargoth’s father Koloth.  The Dahar Master Kang.  But there was one which she spoke of with shame, a 

Klingon war lord who on his own authority ordered his ship across the Neutral Zone and destroyed a Federation 

science vessel before being killed by James Kirk.  His name was Lord Kruge.” 

 “What was so disgraceful about how he died?” Chief Kyman asked, curious. 

 “Surely not just because he tried to invade Federation space without the approval of the High Council?” 

McIntyre added.  “Minor incursions like that happened all the time back then.” 

 “If he had been successful on the mission he set for himself and his crew, whatever it was, I’m sure 

violating the Neutral Zone would have been easily overlooked,” Kargoth said.  “What caused his disgrace was the 



fact he lost his entire crew to Kirk and his ship was captured by the enemy.”  He then looked at Koester and K’danz 

with an expression that bordered on embarrassment.  “No offense intended.” 

 “None taken,” K’danz replied with a mock smile. 

 “So what does this Lord Kruk have to do with all this?” Counselor Gera asked. 

 “After Kruge’s dishonor, his disgrace passed down through his family, and will continue to do so for four 

more generations.  Kruk has worked hard to earn the respect of his fellow warriors.  Before him, no other Klingon 

from a disgraced family has ever been named a Klingon War Lord of handsome but frightening presence, especially 

one as young as he.  His actions during the Dominion War granted him greater latitude than most in his situation 

would have.  Kruk’s attempt to steal your Genesis data and develop a new weapon from it to aid House Duras will 

finally regain his family honor.” 

 “If the Duras succeed in overthrowing Martok,” Kyman added. 

 “Which we must keep from happening,” Kargoth said, shoving the last pile of food from his plate into his 

mouth before digging around in his armor and pulling out an isolinear chip.  “This is the warp signature of Kruk’s 

ship.  It should help us find Kruk and his crew.”  He passed the chip over to Koester. 

 “Preferably before he can build a weapon outta Genesis,” said Commander Wallace. 

 

* * * * 

 

Captain’s log, stardate 61254.2: 

The Dauntless and qul’maS have been tracking the Boq, Kruk’s ship, for five days now.  

The warp signature we are following has been leading our two ships deep toward the 

center of the Empire.  Kargoth now believes Kruk may be heading for the Brestant 

system. 

Koester, commanding Dauntless, out. 
 

 

 As the two starships entered the Brestant system, a trinary system with two planets, one class-H, the other 

class-M and both orbiting the G-type primary star, the Negh’Var-class qul’maS assumed the lead position, all 

weapons systems armed and ready while the Sovereign-class USS Dauntless, its superior sensors scanning the entire 

system, protected the rear. 

 “What do we know about this system, Phillip?” Koester asked. 

 “Not much,” Lt Commander Winters replied.  “Brestant II is class-M, seven continents totaling almost fifty 

percent of the total surface.  Several large cities.  Population close to three billion inhabitants.  Mostly Klingon, but a 

several other races from throughout the Empire are represented.” 

 “Why would Kruk come here?” K’danz asked.  “It’s unlikely the supporters of Duras would have a base on 

Brestant II.” 

 “Nothing says they have to settle on the second planet, Exec,” Koester replied as he glanced at the readout 

on the arm of his chair to verify his ship was manned for yellow alert.  “This could just be the meeting point.  Or…” 

 “Or what?” K’danz prompted. 

 “Or… Maybe they have an underground base on that class-H planet.  Mendez, sensors to full.  I want to 

know if there are any cloaked vessels out there BEFORE they uncloak on top of me,” the captain said to the tactical 

officer.  “And have Mac ready to launch the air wing on a moment’s notice.” 

 “Aye, sir,” Marine Captain April Mendez replied.  “Currently no indications of any cloaked vessels in the 

vicinity.  Colonel McIntyre reports Hornets are standing by for launch.” 

 “Very well.” 

 “Skipper,” said Winters, turning slightly to look back over his shoulder at the captain.  “Captain Kargoth is 

hailing.” 

 “Put him through,” Koester responded.  “Dauntless.  Go ahead.” 

 “Our sensors have traced his warp trail to this point,” Kargoth announced.  “Kruk’s ion trail leads into orbit 

of the second planet.  My sensors are not as sensitive as yours, my brother.  Can you detect any anomalies orbiting 

Brestant II?” 

 “We’re scanning now,” Koester replied, throwing another glance toward Mendez, who shook her head.  

“We’ll inform you if we detect anything.  Stand by on this frequency.” 

 “Understood, Dauntless.” 



 Koester stared at the image of Brestant II as it grew closer on the viewscreen, as if trying to will the 

renegade Bird-of-Prey into existence before them. 

 “Approaching standard orbit,” Lieutenant Peck announced a moment later. 

 “Very well, helm.  Did you ever get the feeling you were on a wild…,” Koester started to say as he turned 

to look at K’danz, when something out of the corner of his eye drew his attention back to the screen.  His eyes 

squinted narrowly. 

 “What is it, Skipper?” K’danz asked. 

 “Phillip, magnify grid nine tach seven.  Enhance.” 

 Winters glanced back at Koester for a moment before touching the controls on the ops console, causing a 

square section near the top right of the image on the viewscreen to increase size and fill the viewer before the 

contrast altered, making the oceans on the planet below stand out brightly. 

 “For a split-second I thought I saw something against the clouds that looked like…  There!  There she is!” 

the captain shouted in triumph.  “Mendez, lock sensors on those coordinates and inform the qul’maS on a secure 

frequency!” 

 “Detecting periodic ion discharges.  They must be trying to maneuver on thrusters,” Mendez reported. 

 “They won’t be maneuvering for long!” the Dauntless crew could hear Kargoth growl over subspace. 

 “qul’maS has changed course and is closing on the Boq,” Winters reported. 

 “Stand by,” Koester ordered his crew, guessing what would happen next.  Sure enough, the distortion on 

the viewer wavered and the Klingon Bird-of-Prey decloaked.  “Kruk had to know he was detected as soon as 

Kargoth started moving directly toward him.  Mendez, lock weapons on target, but do not fire unless ordered.” 

 “Phasers and torpedo systems locked,” Mendez confirmed. 

 As soon as the Boq had emerged from the cloak, the vessel increased speed, its wings folding down into 

attack position and opening fire on the qul’maS. 

 “Mendez, hail the Boq,” Koester ordered. 

 “Hailing frequencies open, Captain.” 

 “Kruk, you’re outgunned.  It’s no use fighting,” Koester said, then waited several seconds before looking 

over at the tactical officer. 

 “No response, sir.” 

 “Very well.  Bridge to shuttlebay two.” 

 “Mac here,” the commander of Special Contingent 41 responded quickly. 

 “Colonel, you are cleared for launch.” 

 “Cleared for launch, aye.  Iwo Jima, out.” 

 Seconds later, the Hornet fighters Iwo Jima, Wolf 359, Guadalcanal and Hiroshima catapulted out of the aft 

hanger bay and joined formation, effectively surrounding the renegade Klingon warship. 

 “The Boq is hailing,” Mendez reported. 

 “I thought he might,” Koester said with a slight grin toward K’danz.  “On screen.” 

 The main viewer blinked to the image of a Klingon officer, his hair relatively short and in a style the 

captain considered almost Elizabethan, wearing the impressive cloak of a war lord with several medals and 

decorations displayed upon it. 

 “You will disengage and leave this system or you will be responsible for the deaths of untold billions,” 

Kruk announced. 

 “Not before you return all the files and equipment you stole before you destroyed the freighter Erie,” 

Koester replied.  “We’re here to stop you from potentially killing billions.” 

 “You do not understand, human,” Kruk growled.  “In the time you were chasing me blindly, I have already 

developed your doomsday weapon.  I had planned on deploying the device on Qo’noS, but if you and the qul’maS 

do not withdraw, I will launch the torpedo at Brestant II and destroy every living thing on the planet.  All… three… 

billion…”  Kruk gazed hard through the viewer at Koester, who could not prevent the color draining from his face, 

causing Klingon commander to smile a repulsive smirk. 

 “Audio off,” Koester ordered.  “Patch me through to Kargoth.” 

 “I heard,” the burley Klingon captain’s voice said a second later. 

 “What do you think, Kargoth?  Is he bluffing?” 

 “Kruk is not a warrior known to bluff,” Kargoth replied. 

 “But he’s only had the files for five days,” Koester stated.  “I don’t think it’s possible he could have built a 

Genesis torpedo already.  It would take months to study the data contained in those records.” 

 “Can you really be sure, my brother?” Kargoth asked. 

 “Captain, the Boq has armed its torpedo bay and maneuvered to target the planet.” 



 “Kargoth, can we destroy the Boq before he has a chance to fire?” Koester desperately wanted to know. 

 “I can give no guarantee,” Kargoth replied.  “What do you want to do?” 

 “If we leave and he doesn’t have the device, we’re just giving him time to develop one for real,” Koester 

said, then touched the controls on his chair arm.  “Dauntless to Hornet flight.  Stand by to engage.” 

 “Armed and ready,” McIntyre responded. 

 Koester shared one last look with his first officer before opening his mouth to speak.  But before the 

captain could give an order, Mendez interrupted. 

 “Klingon Bird-of-Prey decloaking directly behind the Boq!” 

 The entire bridge crew watched, frozen with shock, as a second Bird-of-Prey appeared very close behind 

Kruk’s vessel, immediately opening fire with its wing-mounted disruptors before anyone could react.  The four 

Hornet fighters peeled away at full impulse as the Boq’s own wings were sheered off, one flying off into the 

atmosphere of the planet below, the other tumbling off into space. 

 “Back us off!  Full astern!  Now!” Koester ordered, prompting Peck to accelerate the Dauntless away from 

the ensuing carnage.  As the crew watched, the new warship fired its torpedo, which buried itself deep within the 

main hull of Kruk’s Bird-of-Prey before exploding, tearing large sections apart.  Many on the Dauntless’ bridge 

shielded their eyes as the uncontrolled release of antimatter annihilated the rest of the vessel.  The subspace 

shockwave struck the shields of both the Dauntless and qul’maS a second later, shaking both starships violently.  As 

the crew picked themselves up and verified the Dauntless had not sustained serious damage, Captain Koester 

watched the screen where the only remaining Bird-of-Prey started to maneuver away, cloaking again as it did. 

 “I guess that solves that dilemma,” K’danz remarked as she brushed off her uniform. 

 “I guess so,” Koester replied uneasily. 

 

* * * * 

 

 Several hours later, as the qul’maS escorted the Dauntless back toward the border with Federation space, 

Captain Kargoth hosted a reception aboard his cruiser for Captain Koester, Commander K’danz, Lt Commander Dar 

and Master Chief Petty Officer Kyman.  Unlike the similar event that Koester had hosted aboard the Dauntless, the 

reception aboard the qul’maS featured only traditional Klingon fare. 

 “I really hope this entire affair is over.  But something just doesn’t feel right about this whole situation,” 

Koester said between gulps of the blood wine he was drinking. 

 “I know what you mean, my brother,” Kargoth replied as he shoveled gagh into his mouth.  “I recognized 

the ship which destroyed the Boq.  She was the IKS ChuQun, which last I knew was under the command of Captain 

Larg, and this disturbs me very much.” 

 “Why is that, Kargoth?” K’danz asked as she and her husband, Dar, strolled over to join the two starship 

commanders. 

 “Because Larg fought for the House of Duras during the civil war, and has never changed his loyalty as far 

as I am aware,” Kargoth said.  He shared a look with Captain Koester as he said, “This whole incident leaves me 

feeling uneasy, my brother.” 

 

The End 

 


